This paper proposes a novel weighted feature fusion in color face recognition (FR) to automatically annotate faces in personal videos. In the proposed FR method, multiple face images (belonging to the same subject) are clustered from a sequence of video frames. To facilitate a complementary effect on improving annotation performance, the grouped faces are combined using the proposed weighted feature fusion. In addition, we make effective use of facial color feature to cope with decrease in annotation performance due to a low-resolution face in personal videos. To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed FR method, more than 40,000 video frames for 10 real-world personal videos are collected from an existing online video sharing website. Experimental results show that the proposed FR method significantly improves annotation performance obtained using conventional grayscale image based FR methods.
INTRODUCTION
Online video sharing websites, such as YouTube [1] , have become indispensible resources for managing and sharing personal videos. As the amount of personal videos (on online video sharing websites) is explosively growing, automatic annotation of video [2] is of great importance for effective searching, browsing, and categorization. In particular, the act of labeling identities (i.e., the name of individuals) on personal videos, so-called face annotation (or tagging), is of considerable practical interest for video sharing websites due to high commercialization potential [3] .
To realize an automatic face annotation system, computer-based face detection and face recognition (FR) techniques should be integrated. As reported in [4] , the performance of face detection algorithms has improved considerably over the last decade. In contrast, traditional grayscale still-image based FR solutions [5] are still far from adequate for practical applications dealing with personal videos. This is mainly because the face images detected from personal videos are often subject to poor resolution and severe variations in illumination and viewpoint (see Fig. 2 ).
Recently, some research efforts have been made to take advantage of a temporal video sequence to overcome the limitations of traditional still-image based FR approaches [6] [7] [8] . In [6] , to recognize faces in a test video sequence, a maximum a posteriori probability is computed by integrating the likelihood that each of the testing images belongs to a particular pose manifold. In [7] , Multivariate Gaussian model is used to obtain the densities of multiple input images, acquired from a video sequence, and training images for each registered subject. The KL-divergence between the estimated model density and the input probability density is then computed in order to determine the true identity of an input image. Also the authors in [8] proposed the Mutual Subspace Method (MSM) in which similarity is defined by the angle between the input and the reference subspaces each constructed from a testing frame sequence and pre-enrolled images, respectively. Previous works reviewed above have successfully demonstrated that temporal information is helpful for improving FR accuracy. However, when applying previous video-based FR methods to face annotation in personal videos, two major drawbacks can be identified: 1) Previous methods require a large corpus of realistic training data in order to reliably build probability models or subspaces for the purpose of using temporal information; acquiring a sufficient number of training samples may be difficult for FR applications in online video sharing websites as it requires an intensive manual labeling effort by human operator; 2) one crucial problem for recognizing faces on personal videos is to cope with low-resolution face images [2] (e.g., caused by using inexpensive webcams); however, this problem is little attention in previous works.
In this paper, we propose a novel weighted feature fusion based color FR for automated face annotation in personal videos. We aim at achieving a level of accuracy enough to be feasible in real-life applications and also low computational complexity for implementation. The main technical contributions of the proposed FR method are: 1) To take advantage of multiple face images (belonging to the same subject) that are able to be acquired from a sequence of video frames, we propose the effective weighted feature fusion for FR. This method has been designed to exploit a complementary effect by accounting for the confidence of each individual face feature (as obtained for each corresponding face image detected from a frame). 2) In [9] , it has been found that facial color information can significantly improve the FR performance deteriorated by much lower resolution images. As such, we apply colorbased facial feature to the proposed weighted feature fusion FR to make an annotation system robust to lowresolution images. 3) To cope with a training-samples insufficiency problem, a generic-learning (GL) training scheme [10] is incorporated into the proposed FR method. Hence, face annotation accuracy of our method does not suffer from a shortage of training samples.
To assess the effectiveness of proposed FR method, more than 40,000 video frames from 10 real-world personal videos were collected from an existing online video sharing website. Experimental results show that the proposed method significantly improves the annotation accuracy, compared to the baseline FR in which only a single grayscale image is used for the purpose of FR.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed face annotation framework. The face clustering method is briefly outlined in Section 3. Section 4 explains the proposed weighted feature fusion based color FR. Section 5 presents the experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The conclusion is drawn in Section 6. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the proposed face annotation framework. The proposed face annotation framework largely consists of three sequential steps: shot boundary detection, face clustering, and weighted feature fusion based color FR. In general, shots are considered to be the primitives for video content based analysis, such as indexing and retrieval. In the proposed face annotation system, the shot boundary detection is performed using the method proposed in [11] in order to partition video sequence into a number of shots. The frames contained in each shot are applied to the face clustering step. The goal of face clustering is to group multiple face images (detected from a sequence of video frames within a shot) that belong to the same subject. Multiple face images contained in each face cluster are transformed into corresponding color face features. In sequence, multiple color face features of the same subject are then combined using the proposed weighted feature fusion method. Finally, based on the obtained FR results, face images within a face cluster are annotated as the identity of a selected target subject. Face clustering and weighted feature fusion based color FR will be described in detail in the following sections.
OVERVIEW

FACE CLUSTERING
The ultimate goal of face clustering is twofold: first, all facial images of the same subject should be grouped in a single cluster and second, the face images of different subject should be part of different clusters.
We now explain our face clustering method. Let i I be the th i face image detected from an associated video frame contained in a shot, where
and L is the total number of face images that are detected from all of the video frames within a shot. Note that face images can be extracted using any state-of-the-art face detection technique [4] . Then we denote the face feature of i I by .
i f It should be noted that i f can be obtained using any face feature extraction technique (e.g., using global or local face features [12] ).
Since we have no a priori information about the possible identities of subjects or the nature of face feature samples, unsupervised clustering technique can be suitable for our face clustering purpose. For this reason, the averagelinkage based hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) [19] is adopted as a face clustering method. The HAC-based face clustering algorithm is summarized below. C and j C by summing the pairwise dissimilarities among the face features in two different face clusters as follows: 
(d) Merge the two nearest clusters into a single cluster as being
and removing iĈ and .
were less than a prespecified stopping threshold , ξ then repeat (b), (c), and (d), else terminate the HAC clustering process.
In order to determine an optimal , ξ the stopping threshold selection technique proposed in [13] has been used in our HAC-based face clustering.
WEIGHTED FEATUER FUSION BASED COLOR FACE RECOGNITION
Extracting color face feature
For the sake of simplicity, we denote a certain face cluster by C without any loss of generality. Let 
and G is the number of all of the target subjects that are enrolled in a target database. Note that 
where available in . C This process will be discussed in more detail in the following subsection.
Face recognition relying on weighted feature fusion
This section explains an FR method using a weighted feature fusion of multiple color face features. Note that several defective face images arising from variations in appearance including viewpoints and illumination may be included in a face cluster. We regard such defective face images as outliers comparing to a prototype (or representative) image for a single face cluster. The outliers presented in a face cluster should be handled by properly reducing their impacts before consolidating them. To this end, we impose a weight on each individual ) ( q m f underpinning the distance from a corresponding prototype.
It is well-known that the median is more resilient to outliers than the mean. Hence, we adopt a median feature vector, denoted by , 
where 
Note that m d should be normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation prior to the computation of . m w In this paper, the widely used 'z-score' technique is employed to normalize the distance scores. Other distance score normalization techniques are explained in detail in [15] . Using 
In (8), by assigning a higher weight to the reliable face features and a lower weight to the other face features (i.e., the outliers), the chance of assigning such outliers to the wrong subject class can be reduced.
To perform the face annotation on , in a batch manner.
EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, 10 real-world personal videos were collected from the 'YouTube' [1] video sharing website. More than 40,000 video frames of collected personal videos were then utilized. They include real events, such as birthday party, wedding, gathering, and trip, etc. To form a corresponding groundtruth face image set for each personal video, Viola Jone's face detection [16] was first ran on all video frames and then the identity of each detected face image was manually labeled. Note that, in order to focus on investigating the face annotation accuracy related to FR, we excluded face detection error rates from our performance evaluation. As a result, we constructed the 10 ground truth sets, each of which consists of average 1,996 facial images for average 20 subjects. Fig. 2 shows examples of the video frame sequence as well as the detected face images that are part of the ground truth. As shown in Fig. 2 , detected face images are significantly challenging for FR due to very low-resolution, severe pose variation, and even occlusion.
In the face clustering step, popular Local Binary Pattern (LBP) feature [18] was adopted as a face feature. In addition, the three popular face feature extraction algorithms were used to form the face feature extractor for the purpose of computing color face feature described in (3): Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Fisher's Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA), and Bayesian [17] . In addition, to perform the GL-based training during construction of a face feature extractor, a generic training set of 4,474 RGB color facial images of 887 subjects were collected from CMU and Color FERET public databases.
In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of the proposed face clustering method discussed in Section 3. It should be noted that the final goal of shot boundary detection and face clustering is to group face images belonging to the same subject as correctly as possible. For this reason, this experiment focuses on assessing the accuracy of merging face images by using both shot boundary detection and face clustering rather than assessing the accuracy of shot boundary detection alone. In order to consider the aforementioned issues during the evaluation of the face clustering performance, the FScore metric [19] was Fig. 2 . Examples of video frame sequence and face images that are part of the ground truth. The detected face images are placed to the bottom side of each corresponding video frame. Note that all of the detected face images were individually rotated and rescaled to 86 x 86 pixels so that eye centers were placed on known pixel locations (as recommended by the FERET protocol [17] ). adopted to quantify the clustering performance. As described in [19] , FScore value is ranging from 0 to 1. This indicates that FScore will be one in the case where every subject has a corresponding face cluster that contains all face images belonging to a unique subject. Hence, the higher the FScore value, the better the clustering result in the sense of natural grouping. In addition, for a face annotation performance metric, the H-Hit rate [20] was used.
If the true name of a given query face is actually in the list containing H names, this query face is said to be 'hit' by the name list. In order to investigate face clustering performance, the resulting FScores for each personal video used are shown in Table 1 . It is important to note that all FScores shown in Table 1 are values averaged over all video shots produced for each personal video. In addition, average FScores are computed at corresponding average optimal stopping threshold (determined using the method proposed in [13] ). Looking into the results in Table 1 , FScores achieve more than 0.85 for most of the personal videos used. Based on the fact that the FScore becomes one when perfect clustering results are achieved, we can demonstrate that the proposed face clustering method are able to attain a reliable clustering performance (for an optimal stopping threshold). Fig. 3 shows the comparisons of the H-Hit rates of the proposed FR method with the H-Hit rates of the baseline FR method. It should be noted that all results presented in Fig. 3 are averaged over the 10 different personal videos. In Fig. 3 , the performance of conventional appearance-based FR solutions [5] (only using a single grayscale face image) is referred to as baseline face annotation accuracy. Baseline also utilizes a training set that consists of training images corresponding to the target subjects. It should be noted that, when referring to the literature in the area of FR [10] , [12] , the use of eight training images is usually sufficient to prevent a significant decrease in the FR performance caused by a shortage of training images. For this reason, the training set for baseline FR contained eight face images per target subject in our experiments. This guarantees fair and stable comparisons with the proposed FR method that relies on a GL-based training scheme (requiring no training face images) and weighted face feature fusion. In Fig. 3 , we can see that the face annotation task for personal videos collected from 'YouTube' is significantly challenging. Specifically, the average H-Hit rates obtained for baseline FR are noticeably low (less than 45 percent) for all feature extraction methods used. However, we can see that a substantial improvement in annotation performance can be achieved by the proposed FR method, although the face clustering error is included as described in Table 1 . In particular, the 1-Hit rate, averaged over 10 personal videos, can be improved with around 35.89%, 36.28%, and 33.30%, for PCA, FLDA, and Bayesian, respectively. baseline FR are presented for comparison purpose. As shown in Fig. 4 , further improvement in annotation accuracy can be observed by making use of color face feature in comparison to the case where grayscale feature is only used. This result indicates that facial color information is useful for improving annotation accuracy of face annotation system targeting to personal videos, which frequently have to cope with much low-resolution face images.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrate that the substantial improvement in annotating faces on personal videos can be achieved by combining multiple face images in way of weighted feature fusion. In addition, it is found that facial color information can be useful to cope with much lower face resolution problem, which is critical in most videobased FR applications. Considering the reliable face annotation accuracy and the low system complexity, we believe that the proposed face annotation method would be readily applicable to the promising subject-based personal video indexing and retrieval applications. For the future work, we will incorporate face tracking technique [5] into face clustering step in order to more correctly group multiple face images that belong to the same subject.
